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abundance
“At Date with Destiny, I really came 
to know myself for the first time. 
The personal growth I experienced 
is the ultimate gift—one that will 
increase the quantity and quality of 
my interpersonal relationships for 
the rest of my life.”

—Paul Pilzer 
Economist, Author 
Advisor to Two Presidents
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Date With Destiny
Most people become who they are 

through random chance—each 

experience shapes who they are, 

and creates boundaries for future 

experiences.  But a block of marble 

exposed to the elements will never 

turn into Michaelangelo’s David.  your 

course through life is determined by 

the decisions you make, moment by 

moment.  these decisions and the 

actions that result from them are 

ultimately determined by your beliefs, 

values, rules and experiences.  When 

these forces are in conflict or chaos, the 

inevitable result is self-sabotage.  you 

feel uncertain, frustrated, or challenged.  

However, if you could align these 

powerful forces, they would pull you 

in the direction of your ultimate vision, 

empowering you with a clarity that 

will bring joy and fulfillment to your 

relationships and a life with the  

passion and purpose that you need  

to realize your dreams.

Set your course for the life you’ve  

always wanted!

Date With Destiny—anthony robbins’ 

most intimate and exclusive program 

in Mastery University—will give you the 

opportunity to create the abundant 

future you desire and deserve.  at Date 

With Destiny, anthony robbins will lead 

you and a select group of international 

delegates through an intense and 

personal 6-day journey. 

Date With Destiny is not just a 

“seminar”; it is a course that will  

literally transform the foundations of 

your everyday experience. 

abundance

at your Date With Destiny, you will 

discover the exact beliefs and values 

that control virtually every decision 

you make that control virtually every 

decision you make — from how you 

nourish and fuel your body to how 

you interact in your relationships—the 

decisions that shape your career moves 

and, ultimately, your destiny.

How To Prepare for Massive Change  

discover the powerful forces that 

shape your decisions and your destiny.  

Identify what creates pain and pleasure 

in your life, and learn how to adjust  

how you perceive and experience  

 your life to lessen or eliminate causes 

of pain and enhance or increase what 

brings you pleasure.   

develop the emotional muscle that 

will feed and strengthen your ability to 

meet your deepest needs.

You will discover:

•  your Unique Model of the World:  

the driving Forces in your life

•  the triad: three Forces that Shape all 

Human emotions and Behaviors

•  the Science of the Six Human needs

•  the Power of Choice
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“A month after Date with Destiny, I 
wrote Sleepless in Seattle and sold 
it for a quarter of a million dollars. 
Since then, I've sold or been 
assigned seven more screenplays, 
at escalating amounts of money, 
for major studios and the top 
directors in the business. Date 
with Destiny is magic!”

—Jeff Arch
Oscar nominee for sleepless  
in seattle screenwriter

“Tony Robbins’ coaching has 
made a remarkable difference 
in my life both on and off the 
court. He’s helped me discover 
what I’m really made of, and he’s 
enabled me to see things from 
an empowering new vantage 
point. With Tony’s help, I’ve set 
new standards for myself, and I’ve 
taken my tennis game—and my 
life— to a whole new level!”

—serena Williams
11-Time Grand slam  
Tennis Champion and  
Olympic Gold Medalist
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How To Evaluate your  

Current Approach  

Understand the forces that control 

everything you think, every emotion 

you experience and every action  

you take. 

You will discover:

• the Power of Virtues: Value the 

empowering emotions already  

Inside of you 

• Primary Questions: the Principle

 Pattern that Shapes your life 

• the Power of Incantations

Your journey includes: 

How to identify where you are now, 

and determine where you want to 

be.  Become acutely aware of old 

conditioning and emotions that are 

causing you to veer off track, and 

learn how to instantly vanquish these 

disempowering patterns and replace 

them with new empowering emotional 

states. discover what truly motivates 

you and what holds you back.

You will discover:

• your Present Values and rules

• How you View the World

• Global Metaphors We live By 

• Goal-Setting: How to Create a 

Compelling Future 

How To revolutionize  

your relationships  

learn about the force that controls all 

relationships and how you can connect 

at a deeper level.  discover tools for 

finding and creating a passionate 

relationship or reigniting passion in 

your current relationship.  

You will discover:

•  the Keys to outstanding relationships

•  differences in Masculine and  

Feminine energy 

•  How to Create your Vision of an 

extraordinary relationship

•  What Makes a relationship Work 

(Versus Pure Passion) 

How To Embrace your Transformation  

discover exactly what you need to live 

according to your highest values— 

then develop a step-by-step process 

for aligning your beliefs, values and 

experiences in a way that pulls you in 

the direction of your ultimate vision.

You will:

•  Create your new, empowering  

Values and rules

•  Craft your Mission Statement for a  

life of Purpose

How To Embody your Destiny and 

Chart your Course for Greatness 

Imagine living every day with 

unbelievable clarity—where everything 

you think, say, believe, feel, want, and 

do is directed toward one powerful 

outcome.  Imagine knowing that you 

are the master of your experience and 

that you are totally in control of each 

moment of your life.

You will:

• Make Changes that last

• Integrate your emotional 

transformation with your life at the 

deepest level

Date With Destiny is the ultimate journey 

for those who want the most out of 

life.  However, because of the personal 

attention given at this program, and 

the exclusive international resort 

destinations in which this program is 

held, the seating is limited.

don’t put off living the life of your 

dreams. Make your Date With Destiny 

today!


